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 by Lindsey Gira   

Neighbourhood 

"Delicious Organic Pizzas & Cocktails"

Located in the bustling and happening Vesterbro area is Neighborhood

restaurant, offering patrons delectable, gourmet organic pizzas and

cocktails. Set in a small, cozy space and candle-lit space, this eatery has

an ambiance that is perfect for an intimate meal. Light and crisp pizza

bases are topped with fresh vegetables, herbs, cheeses and proteins, that

complement each other perfectly. Try the Garlic Shrimp, Pumpkin Chorizo,

Shiitake Redfish, Oranged Fennel or the Jamican Pancetta pizza. Pair it

with one of their cocktails made with organic spirits, juices and

ingredients, choosing from options like the Peppermint Pleasure or the

Pumpkin Sour. End the meal on a sweet note with a Tossed Cheesecake

or a Cherry Pana Cotta for dessert.

 +45 3212 2212  neighbourhood.dk/  info@neighbourhood.dk  Istedgade 27, Copenhagen

 by Alpha   

La Vecchia Signora 

"Pizzas Baked in a Stone Oven"

La Vecchia Signora is housed in a picturesque old house and exudes a

quaint charm that transports you to the Italian countryside. The warm

ambiance and welcoming interiors put you at ease so you can enjoy a

relaxed meal in good company. Known for their traditional stone oven

pizza and real Italian cuisine served with heart, this trattoria is a fast

favorite with both locals and visitors alike. Try the Ai Quattro Formaggi or

Del Golfo. Do save room for dessert, the tartufo is sinfully indulgent and

sure to make you want to skip your diet.

 +45 3316 0048  www.la-vecchia-

signora.dk/

 lavecchiasignora@mail.dk  Grønnegade 12-14,

Copenhagen

 by PublicDomainPictures   

Mother 

"Neapolitan Pizzas"

Enjoy Italian cooking at this lively restaurant located in Kødbyen.

Something of a local hangout, Mother has a perennial buzz about it. The

restaurant interiors are an unpretentious affair, featuring clean lines and a

sparse decor. A textured wall on one side of the dining room and bright

red lamps add a nice contrast to the dominant whites. The menu offers a

familiar selection of Italian favorites with bruschetta topped with porcini

mushrooms and Bufala e'Nduja. Their delectable organic sourdough

pizzas are some of the best in town and should not be missed. The

restrained wine list offers a selection imported from Italy. Enjoy it all as

you take in the buzz of the surrounding area at the outdoor section. Check

website for more.

 +45 2227 5898  mother.dk/  info@mother.dk  Høkerboderne 9-15,

Copenhagen
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